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l . s 

This invention relates, to Wave signalling sys 
tems and more especially to systems of signalling 
by carrier frequency shift. ; ' ~ ~' ' . 

A principal object of the invention is to pro 
vide an improved method and organization of ap 
paratus for producing frequency-shift carriers 
whose mean frequency is maintained at an accu 
rately, predetermined value. 
Another principal object is to provide a car 

rier frequency-shift radio transmitter wherein 
a highly stable carrier frequency source such as 
a crystal-controlled master oscillator, is sub 
jected to a plurality of successive frequency mod 
ulation stages in such a way that the mean fre 
quency of the shifted output carrier frequencies 
is maintained equal to the frequency of said ‘ 
source.,. . _ . . , . , 

A, feature of the invention relates to a carrier 
frequency-shift signalling system wherein keyed 
signals are simultaneously applied in successive 
stages of a frequency modulation system whose 
main exciting frequency is supplied by a suitable 
oscillator such as a crystal-controlled oscillator. 
The frequency relations of the said successive 
stages are such that at the output of- the system 
there is produced shifted carrier frequencies hav-‘ 
ing. ahighly stabilized mean frequencyequal to 
that of said oscillator. - 
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Another feature relates to a carrier frequency- ' 
shift‘ transmitter having a main crystal-con 
trolled carrier generator and a pair of vlocal free 
running oscillators, each of said running oscilla 
tors beingsimultaneously frequency-shifted vun 
der control of the same signal; together with 
means to'modulate said main carrier by the fre-/ 
quency-shifted output of one local oscillator, and 
means to frequency-shift vthe modulated main” 
carrier by the frequency-shifted output of the 
other local oscillator. By means of suitable fre 
quency selector circuits such as band-pass ?l 
ters or the like, there are selected at the output 
of the system frequency-shifted carriers whose 
mean frequency remains equal to the ‘frequency 
of [said crystal-controlled generator ‘and is sub 
stantially independent of accidental changes in 
the said ‘local oscillator circuits and ‘associated 
equipment. _ ' 

A further feature relates to an improved meth 
od ofshifting carrier oscillations derived from 
a crystal-controlled oscillator so that the output 
carrier has a ?xed mean frequency equal to the 
crystal frequency, the said output mean fre 
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quency being shifted equally in opposite direc- , 
?ees .rit'wespeci to the crystal frequency. and 55 

corresponding. to telegraph mark and . space 
i 

nals or. the. like. . 

—A.still further featurerelatesto thenovel‘ior 1.: 
ganization,_arrangement and relative .intercona‘e 
nection of. par'tswhich cooperate to;: proyideganai 
improved. and flexible carrien frequencyi shi?rg 
telegraph systemand thelike. ' .. 1. 

Otherfeaturesand advantagesinot speci?cally. = 
enumerated will be apparent after a considera, 
tion of the'following detailed 
the appended claims. 
In the drawing which shows one preferred em-‘ ‘, 

bodiment of the invention, there isrepresented 5 
by the numeral In any highlystabilized high fre-l, 
quency oscillator, suchas a temperature-con 
trolled crystal oscillator, which generates the; 
desired master radio frequency “F3 The. out-.7. 
put frequency of the system. is indicated Has-,1. 
(FiZAf), where Af is preferably in the audio. 
frequency range, e. g., 400 _C.,P. S.> This output,_ 
can then be considered as two separate carriers, 
one having a frequency (F—.2A,f) representing; 
for example a telegraph space signal; and a free, if 
quency (F+2Af) representing for example a'tele- ~ 
graph mark signal For the purpose of shifting , 
the output frequency between the above-noted ; 
limits representing space and mark, there is pro 
vided any well-known keying device II, which ; 
produces at thepath I 2 a D. C. voltage of for 
example a positive polarity'and vpredetermined ' 
magnitude when keyed by a space signal vand r 
a D. C. voltage of negative polarity but the same; 
magnitude when keyed by a mark signal. ;It_v 

will be understood of course, that the reverse may be true, that is, the space signal maybe repre_-, ; 

polarity. and the mark, 
signal may be represented by the positive’ polar? . 
ity. In any event, and inraccordance withlthe 1, 
present invention, the output of the keyer His 7 

sented. by the negative 

divided into two paths l2, l3, and one pathis 
designed to produce opposite 
with respect to that in the 
cated schematically by the waves“, [5. 
The signal from path 12 is fed to any suitable, 

reactance tube I6, so that the input voltages ape pear in the output of the tube as equivalent xre-v : 

actance variations. The magnitude of these re.-, 
actance variations will, in the well-known way, ~ 
be a function of the amplitude of thetone sig-~--; 
nal applied over path l2. ,For a detailed .descrip- < 
tion of a typicalnreactance tube that may be used, ' 
reference is hereby made to application Serial 
No. 434,498, ?led March 13, ‘1942; which'issued ‘ 
April 9, 1946, as Patent No. 2,398,054. Likewise, 
the. signal in path 13 which ‘is inexact phase 

Sig 

_ descriptions . and . 

polarity of voltages,., 
other pathaas indi-r. 



' example-only the higher lbeat'r‘frequency- namel‘ U' 

' is select'edifor passagevbyfthe' ‘bangle-pass ?lter 123;! 

opposition to the tone signal in path I2, is ap 
plied to a similar reactance tube l1. 
_ Associated 'with the output of tube I6 is a 
local oscillator l8, which may be a “free run 
'ning” oscillator that need not be controlled to '5 
the same degree of accuracy as oscillator Ill, and 
which can‘ haverits’ output frequency varied in; 
accordance'withv the reactance vvariations pro 
duced by tube I6. The local oscillator I8 may 
normally generate a frequency 1‘, which by way‘ 

‘ r of example may be thirty k. c, .The oscillatory 
.control circuit of oscillator ill will include the 
plate reactance of tube l-B sovthat as the latter 
is varied by the signals from ‘path’ 12,:a corre-v 
sponding change AI is produced in the output » 
frequency of oscillator l8. For a detailed de 
scription of one preferred manner of yarying the ' 
frequency of oscillator l8, reference may be had ' 
to said application Serial No. 434,498. C‘onse-' 
quently, there is produced an output frequency 
from oscillator l8 whichvis (fa-AT)‘ represent.-w 
ing a telegraph mark signal, and tiljienfl' repre=v 
senting a telegraph space signal; Itlwill beun: 
derstood of course; that when agmark signal’ is, 
being‘keyed at device ll,v thejoscillator‘xla' may-=25 
generate the 5: frequency (fee-inf), consequently ' 
when a space signal vis"being ‘keyed at device H, v 
oscillator L8 generates'the frequency‘ (f+AJ‘);.. 

Ina'similar manner, the reactance'tube il "l’ con-1 ' 
trols thefrequency of waxf‘free'running’i 'oscil~ 30 
lator 19 which is similar to oscillator: l8, and nor» 
mally generates a frequency 4‘. “Likewise, theout 
put of oscillator i9 is varied- in frequency'bet‘ween 
(f-?if) and (f+AJ‘). 'Ho'wever; because of-fthe ' 
phase opposition of the ‘signals in paths !2 and .I 
l3,the frequency of oscillator- fill-is changed inth'e j 
oppositei'direc‘tion from-the change‘in frequency» 
of‘ oscillator ‘I8: for. the‘. same telegraph signal» L 
which is" keyed at device 1H. Inother words~,~if'~ 
fora ‘space signal at» device i L the oscillator» l8 ' ‘ 
produces'a frequenr'zyU?-Af) ,then simultaneously ' 
the oscillator- l9 produces‘ai frequen'cyv(f—Af)-.e 
Likewise; when oscillator: l81is1 producing-‘1a’- ifre- ‘ 

quen‘c'y-lf?nfli corresponding‘ to a mark isignal' at device ll_,oscillator l9_‘is ‘producing/"a fre~,45 

The output of oscillator vl B-is connected-‘in bal-‘il 
ancedfdlvided'relation ‘to any 'vvell-knownj balé '7 
anc'ed modulator ~26, such'for example as'described ' 
in, “Radio Engineering," byv Terrnan, "ls‘_t_;edi-" 
tiongi'paige ?5la'publis’hed by McGraw-Hill-Booi; 
Ceinpany,‘lnc.;, ‘New Yorkylqijl’."Modulator ‘2e is-ialso'fed'iwiththe frequency-l? from'thecry'stalj " 
oscillator: l9.’ These two frequencies are mixed in] 
thei'd'evice Zil/inthdtvell-knbwh manner so as to," 55 
produce in thevout‘putthei'sum'and difference free 1' ' 
quencies; In‘this type of rino‘d'u‘lator, “the .fre- .. 
quencyF is suppressed‘in- the output? Thefdouble ‘ 
beat‘frequencies‘from the-modulator zeal-sap: plied to a band-pass?lter 2|,’which passesjfo'i'Teo 

F+<f+Af> indicatedinrthe drawing; '- _ _ 
The shifted frequency frornios’cillat r {9 like: ‘ 

wise: fed in balanced divided relation to; another 65 
balanced‘ modulator-2g, which is alsq’dfediwithlthelj ‘ 
FHfiAf) sis-Hal item ?lter '21. Because qfit j ,; 
balanced modulatoractionlof device‘ 22'; the fre- " 
quency ‘F-l-(fiqf) is‘__suppressedfin' the ‘output. '1 
However, "here are present‘ at' this You put two ' 
been, namelYlF-E?fiAj) + (1pm 1 ans‘; "1 7° 

' I " mariner/Esra. - ' ' .7 

One vof : these lbea'ts'zffor example ‘the lower 
Their-let result is'that the'lfrequenéy' at the'i‘outputii 
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> ciated equipment. 

signal such as a ,mark'vsignalgbynarrier1f 

mental“; mixing ‘with said, frequency F ‘the 

trauma from the other of th 

4-‘ 
terminals of filter 23 is (F-l-ZAI) representing a‘ 
space signal at device II; andlF-ZAI) repre 
senting a mark signal at device I I. It will be ob 
served therefore, that the mean frequency F of 
these two output carrier frequencies always re 
main equal to, the said frequency F ‘of the master 
oscillatorl'l?'; and this mean frequencyremains 
stable notwithstanding undesiredrzvariations' in 
temperature, humidity and’ similar iconditions 
affecting oscillators l3 and i9 and their asso 

"By the expression “free running” as employed 
inthe claims, is meant'an oscillator which can be 

'7 set to generate normally a particular frequency a 
‘but which frequency can be varied by means of a 
signal; as distinguished from a ?xed frequency ' 
oscillator such as a crystal controlled oscillator. 
While one particular embodiment has been de 

I scribed, it will be understood that various changes 
and modi?cations may be made therein Without ' ' 
departing from the spirit and scope of the inve‘i'ii- ' 
tioniw ' ' i '; 

What is'vclaimed is: ‘F1 - i} -> 
1. The method of signalling which comprises, 

generating a master-frequency F,'=generaiting>‘i" 1" 
pair of local-auxiliaryfrequencies-‘each?ofL-fre . 
quency- f, frequency-modulatingboth csaidil'o'ca -' 
frequencies by the same signal: butf‘in opposite re‘- = 
spects to produce respective side bandsllfislrif) 
and (fir-A1‘), mixing the (J‘Jz'A)‘)''ffrequencyi'from2L 

one‘ local oscillator with :said 'vimaster" frequency F; and selecting one‘side band’ alon‘eemixingfthe i! 

said‘ selected side‘ band. ~with'ithei‘frequency-‘i 
(I'IM) from the other-‘local oscillator," amass-w V 
lecting therefrom '-a qside band "com'pone'n Ll 
(E:2Af)_ ' ' _: , .i ‘J, .' V 

.2. The method of transmitting a telegraph fsig- l‘; V 
nal by carrier‘ frequency? shift- which? ‘comprises, 
generating a master'frequencyF which 'repreii 1T3 
sents the mean between theilirn-its of‘thelshifted' 
carrierfrequencies'to be transmitted, mixing wit 
saidmaster frequencyr'a frequency "1‘ from a ‘10" 
“free running” carrier source whose frequerio 
shifted a‘predetermined amount and. direction i 
accordance with a telegraph signal such'as- a mark 
signal, ‘selecting one side band ‘of ‘the result-5;? 
ing. mixture, mixing ‘with: said selected sidebandi: l 
a carrier frequency J‘ from another idea]; i‘freeii 

56 > running” carriersource whose‘ frequency issimul= 
taneously shifted said predetermined- amount-uni. 
accordance with» said signal .butiin the-oppositesv 
direction, and selecting fromthe».resultinglmir 
ture a vfrequency inthe range. (FitZADWmR ;. I 

The-inethodiof transmitting ;.a tlcsrap 

(mercy ‘shift which comprises, generating»; 

“free runnins”-carriers each > ,ofi-thelsame qua-my 1‘, simultaneously. shiftlns ‘ the ?requenc 

of both carriers but in opnoslte frequency 
tions by said signal‘ generating a‘master 

.-.t d'frequency from one of said ‘fires r1 nine 
carriers and selecting one, side baud 
mixing with said selected side-band 

carrier; and selectinsiefrom the'la'st: 
mixture the band represented by (Fi'v 

' 4, a carrier-frequency shiftsisnal 
tern, a source ofemaster frequency‘r‘; 
local “.free‘runnirie?”qs¢i11atorseac generating the same.v frequency’ f; ' 

graph signals'tmeans responsive to av 
graph signal suchfasja mark’ signal f ’ 
tan'eously shifting‘ifthe frequencies "of? a“ 
oscillators substantially the’same amount-tut? 
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opposite frequency directions, means to mix the 
output of one oscillator with said master fre 
quency F and to select one side band from the 
resultant mixture, means to mix said selected 
side band with the shifted frequency from the 
other local oscillator, and means to select from 
the last-mentioned mixture a frequency in the 
range (FiZAf), where Af represents the extent 
of frequency shift in said local oscillators. 

5. In a carrier frequency shift signalling sys~ 
tem, a source of master carrier frequency F, a 
telegraph tone keyer, a pair of shiftable frequency 
local oscillators each normally generating the 
same frequency f, means to apply keyed tone 
signals simultaneously to both said oscillators to 
shift their respective output frequencies substan 
tially equal amounts but in opposite directions, 
a ?rst balanced modulator which is fed with said 
master frequency F and with the shifted fre 
quency from one local oscillator, means to select 
from the output of said ?rst balanced modulator 
a sideband frequency F+(I:Af), another bal 
anced modulator which is fed with a selected side 
band from the ?rst balanced modulator and with 
the shifted frequency from the second local oscil 
lator, and means to select from the output of said 
second balanced modulator a band represented 
by (FiZAf) where A)‘ represents the extent of 
frequency shift in said local oscillators. 

6. In a carrier frequency shift signalling sys 
term, a source of master frequency F, a source 
of keyed telegraph signals, a pair of balanced 
modulators, a plurality of separate paths lead 
ing from said keyer respectively to said balanced 
modulators, each of said paths including in series 
a local shiftable frequency oscillator and a reac 
tance tube, each oscillator generating normally 
the same frequency 1‘, means to vary the plate 
reactances of the .tubes in said paths to produce 
opposite frequency shifts in said local oscillators 
under control of said keyed signals, a selector 
system in the form of a band-pass ?lter for select 
ing from the Output 0f the ?rst balanced medu 
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lator a sideband F-l-(fiAf) and a selector system 
in the form of a band-pass ?lter connected to the 
output of the second balanced modulator for se 
lecting a frequency in the range (FiZAf) where 
M represents the extent of frequency shift in said 
local oscillators under control of said keyed 
signals. 

7. In a carrier frequency shift signalling sys 
term, a source of master frequency F, a local shift 
able frequency oscillator of normal frequency f, 

. a ?rst mixing network upon which the said master 
frequency F and said local oscillations are im~ 
pressed said mixing network acting to suppress 
said frequency F, means to shift the frequency 
of said local oscillator over the range (fi-Af) 
under control of one telegraph signal, means to 
select from the output of said first network a fre 
quency band F-i-(fi-Af), a second local shiftable 
frequency oscillator of normal frequency f, a 
second mixing network upon which the said fre 
quencies F-i-(fiAf) are impressed together with 
the oscillations from said second oscillator, said 
second network acting to suppress the range of 
frequencies F+ (fztAf), and means to select from 
the output of said second network a frequency in 
the band (FiZAf). 

SALVATORE A. BARONE. 
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